Notes for Catering Team
Thank you for ‘volunteering to help on the catering team at the Head Race. The role is important as the
refreshments are an integral part of the experience at our event for competitors.
Principle
The role is to provide support on the refreshment stall providing hot drinks and hot and cold foods such
as burgers, cakes and confectionery, and taking payment. You will not be expected to cook the hot food
unless you would like to be involved in this in which case please discuss with the catering team leader. If
by any chance you have a hygiene certificate this will be very useful. Generally the items are all priced in
round £1s or 50ps to avoid too much change being required.
Location
The refreshment tables are located at the back of the covered area between the centre and river
boathouses. The BBQ is located on the paved area between the river boathouse and the club-room.
Shift times
Unlike the helpers on the river the catering shifts do not really need to correspond to the division times
as the refreshment stall runs all day. However for convenience we break the sessions down into four in
the same way as we do for all the other roles. As much flexibility in terms of your attendance will make
it easier and will be appreciated.
Dangers
The role can involve working with hot equipment such as the BBQ and hot water urn so please keep
yourself safe and if you have any concerns during the day raise these with the catering team leader. In
case of an accident such as a burn there is a qualified First Aider on site in the club-room who can attend
and make an initial assessment.
For further information the catering team leader is Richard ‘Thor’ Baldwin and his email is
richardisthor@gmail.com

